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What's New in the Drumlin Reader Publisher?

Drumlin Reader Publisher is designed to produce very secure distribution of documents through PDF (Portable
Document Format) files. This product includes Drumlin Reader Publisher for.NET and Drumlin Reader Publisher
for Java. These provide a secure client/server network approach for generating PDF files with specific DRM control
and content checks over various network and internet connection types. They include the ability to distribute
secure documents within the organisation, or over the web, with an effective authentication and verification
method. And they include the ability to create documents with embedded form fields, hypertext links, embedded
image files, and data files such as HTML, XHTML, XML, word processing, spread sheets and databases. A PDF
document can be distributed in secure form as a single-file, or on the web in multi-file format. This allows for cost
effective, secure, ubiquitous distribution, not least of all with Internet Explorer as the default web browser. Drm
Service: The Drumlin Reader Publisher.NET service supports the following DRM security features: ￭ Password
protection: the password mechanism is based on the widely used RC4 and AES-128bit encryption algorithms ￭
Additional information in the document: A licence key is generated and embedded within the document, together
with a signature allowing for the DRM control to be maintained ￭ Controlled viewing: the document can only be
viewed if it is read within a period of time ￭ Controlled viewing: the document can be viewed at any time ￭ Page
range of viewing: the viewer is restricted to a certain range of pages (with the possibility of making this range
larger if desired) ￭ Single page view: the viewer can view any page ￭ Page view: the viewer can view the pages
from the beginning to the end of the document (if this feature is enabled) ￭ Copy and print of pages: the viewer
cannot copy or print the pages of the document ￭ Page break: the viewer can break the pages of the document (if
this feature is enabled) ￭ Paste text on the screen: the viewer is restricted to displaying only the text on the
document and not any other additional information (e.g. colours) ￭ Page number: the viewer is allowed to navigate
the document's pages and jump to the page's number, if this feature is enabled ￭ Viewing history: the viewer can
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view the document's pages at any time ￭ Viewing history: the viewer can view the document's pages at any time ￭
Go to page: the viewer can go to any page in the document's pages at any time ￭ Form processing: the viewer can
view the document's pages and click on form fields



System Requirements For Drumlin Reader Publisher:

Only Windows 10 computers, tablets, and handhelds are supported. Microsoft does not test the games and apps
found in the Windows Store. If you find a game or app that does not meet the requirements or is not working as
expected, please report the issue to us. Please include your Windows 10 system build number and all other relevant
details in the description so we can investigate. Microsoft does not review, test, or approve any content or services
provided by the Windows Store. Windows 10 is not supported in these countries: Australia, Canada, Japan,
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